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From William C. Morris YA Debut Award nominee Carrie Mesrobian, Cut Both Ways is an unflinching look
at a high school senior who must come to terms with his attraction to both his girlfriend and his male best
friend.

It took Will Caynes seventeen years to have his first kiss. He should be ecstatic…except that it was shared
with his best friend, Angus, while they were both drunk and stoned. Will’s not gay, but he did sort of enjoy
whatever it was he felt with Angus. Unsettled by his growing interest in Angus, Will avoids his friend, and
even starts dating a sophomore, Brandy. When he’s hooking up with her, he’s totally into it, so he must be
straight, right? Then why does he secretly keep going back to Angus?

Confusing as Will’s feelings are, they’re a welcome distraction from his complicated home life. His father
has started drinking earlier each day when he should be working on what seem like never-ending house
renovations. And his mom—living in a McMansion with her new husband—isn’t much help, just buying
Will a bunch of stuff he doesn’t need. Neither feels like much of a parent—which leaves Will on his own in
figuring things out with his girlfriend and best friend. He loves them both, but deciding who to be with will
ultimately hurt someone. Himself probably the most.
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From reader reviews:

John Krumm:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to understand everything in the world. Each book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that
reserve has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They are
reading whatever they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't
like examining a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book when they found difficult problem or
exercise. Well, probably you will need this Cut Both Ways.

Kim McLoughlin:

Hey guys, do you desires to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the subject Cut Both Ways
suitable to you? Often the book was written by popular writer in this era. Often the book untitled Cut Both
Waysis one of several books that will everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new dimension that you ever know prior to.
The author explained their thought in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to comprehend the
core of this publication. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. In order to see
the represented of the world with this book.

Brandon Adams:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this Cut Both Ways publication written
by well-known writer whose to say well how to make book which can be understand by anyone who else
read the book. Written with good manner for you, leaking every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your current hunger then you still uncertainty Cut Both Ways as good book but not only by the cover but
also by content. This is one book that can break don't ascertain book by its cover, so do you still needing an
additional sixth sense to pick this!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have
to listening to one more sixth sense.

Doyle Swoope:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside along with friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV the whole day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by looking at a book. Ugh,
you think reading a book really can hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It all right you can
have the e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Cut Both Ways which is keeping
the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's find.
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